CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Everything takes place on the ground floor of the Engineering Department, except the Saturday night party. Lecture Room 0 is just by the main entrance. Lecture Rooms 1 and 2 are across the courtyard and next to each other.

Friday 14 December

4-7.15pm  Lecture Room 2  Fetish and Phantasm: Value, Prestige and Consumption.
and  Lecture Room 0  Archaeology and Landscape Conservation.
7.15pm  Engineering Department foyer  RECEPTION.

Saturday 15 December

9-12.30  Lecture Room 2  Cultural Responses to Risk and Uncertainty.
and  Lecture Room 1  Archaeology at AD 2000 ($50).
2-5.30pm  Lecture Room 2  The Dissemination of Archaeological Knowledge.
and  Lecture Room 1  The Assendelver's Polder Project: Archaeology in a wet Landscape.
[6.00pm  Lecture Room 2  Archaeologists for Peace Workshop]
8.00pm  School of Pythagoras, St. John's College  Conference Party. (see map at the back of the programme to find out where it is. Remember to wear your badge so that you aren't mistaken for a gate-crasher and thrown out).
Sunday 16th December

9.30-1.00 Lecture Room 1 Theory and Practice in Plough Zone Archaeology.
and Lecture Room 2 Italo-Iberian Session:
Trajectories towards Social Complexity in Pre-classical Italy.
followed by Economic and Social Complexity in Iberia
(first third).

2-3.00pm Lecture Room 2 Economic and Social Complexity in Iberia
(last two-thirds).
followed by Beyond the Regional Survey: Progress in Mediterranean Studies.

[2.00pm Lecture Room 1 Archaeologists for Peace Workshop]
[2.30 (at Haddenham) Visit to Haddenham. Remember to book asap]